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Presentation Notes
How many of you have never seen a rubric up close?How many of you have seen a rubric but have never used one?How many of you have used a rubric but never created one?How many of you have created and used a rubric?How many of you are skeptical of rubrics or think they are the devil’s tool?How many of you think rubrics are an effective tool for guiding student work and facilitating grading and feedback?
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Assessment 
Context

Assessment should always:
• Support learning
• Provide useful info to 

teachers and students
• Understanding and skills
• Areas of development

• Provide specific results 
in a timely manner

(NCTM, 2000)
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Presentation Notes
Essentially, students should learn through/from assessments. Assessment should be embedded throughout instruction and student activities.



Assessment 
Context

Students should always be 
informed:

• What is expected of 
them

• How their work will be 
measured

(NCTM, 2000)
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Presentation Notes
Students often care more about points and less about understanding because percent-based grading systemsdistract from key outcomes.



Activity
Criteria Fully Met and 

Exceeded
Met Partially Met Not Met

Criterion Descriptor of 
fully met and 
exceeded 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
met Criterion

Descriptor of 
partially met 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
unmet 
Criterion

Criterion Descriptor of 
fully met and 
exceeded 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
met Criterion

Descriptor of 
partially met 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
unmet 
Criterion

Criterion Descriptor of 
fully met and 
exceeded 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
met Criterion

Descriptor of 
partially met 
Criterion

Descriptor of 
unmet 
Criterion
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Rubric: An evaluation instrumentCriteriaPerformance levelsDescriptorsPerformance LevelsNovice, Developing, Proficient, ExpertNovice, Practitioner, Apprentice, ExpertNot acceptable, Acceptable, TargetOverall, assesses most essential competencies



Create Rubrics: 3-Way Alignment

Objectives

TasksRubric

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives: What students will know or be able to do Tasks: Based on instruction and student learning activities/experiencesRubric: Evidence



Criteria Types

(Hess, 1995)

• Scientific method
• Data analysisProcess

• Formats
• OrganizationForm

• Correct concepts
• Correct applicationsAccuracy

• New insights
• New questionsNew Knowledge

• Problem solved
• Information synthesizedImpact
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Process Following established process OR creating their own process (e.g., scientific method, research design, data analysis) Form (e.g., formats, organization) Applying correct formats and rulesAccuracy of Content (e.g., correct answers, correct relationships, correct applications)New Knowledge (providing support for insights, judgments, or synthesized ideas)Impact ( Does the final product achieve its intended purpose? e.g., solution to problem, argument justified, information synthesized, skill demonstrated)



Use 
Rubrics

• Align instruction and 
learning experiences with 
rubric

• Provide at beginning
• Provide additional 

feedback as needed
• Allow/encourage/require 

revision as appropriate



Benefits for Students

Understand expectations 
Support self-assessment 

Guide revision
Peer review

Fairness of scoring
Substantive feedback

(QPA, 2012)



Benefits for Instructors
Support assessment development

Measure traits separately

Help guide teaching and learning

Accuracy and reliability of scoring

Efficiency of scoring and feedback

Sharable across assignments and groups 
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Other evaluators can score



Create 
and Use 
Rubrics

Efficiently elicit 
student work that 
meets expectations

Provide meaningful 
feedback to 
students to advance 
learning
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